. List of the first 20 features for each developed decision tree model, including their holdout validity (AUC and MCC). The table reflects the stepwise feature inclusion for each model (e.g. AUC-6 sitting: the first 6 features listed in column "AUC model sitting" have an AUC = 0.85 and a MCC = 0.65). The last feature included in the models in Table 4 Figure S1. Final decision tree to separate sedentary behavior (inactive) from active sitting (active) using 6 signal features from 3 EMG channels (CH1r, CH2l, CH3l) and the thigh mounted accelerometer. The tree was developed using the Area under ROC Curve (AUC) as optimization criteria, and applied on all minutes correctly identified as sitting by the posture classification (figure 2). Tree performance is shown in Table 4 . Abbreviations of channel names and signal features are listed in Table S1 footer. Figure S2 . Final decision tree to separate sedentary behavior (inactive) from active sitting (active) using 11 signal features from 5 EMG channels (CH1r, CH2l, CH3r&l, CH4r) and the thigh mounted accelerometer. The tree was developed using Area under ROC Curve (AUC) as optimization criteria, and applied on all minutes correctly identified as sitting by the posture classification (figure 2). Tree performance is shown in Table 4 . Abbreviations of channel names and signal features are listed in Table S1 footer. Figure S3 . Final decision tree to separate sedentary behavior (inactive) from active sitting (active) using 10 signal features from 5 EMG channels (CH2l, CH3r&l, CH4r&l) and the thigh mounted accelerometer. The tree was developed using Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC) as optimization criteria, and applied on all minutes correctly identified as sitting by the posture classification (figure 2). Tree performance is shown in Table 4 . Abbreviations of channel names and signal features are listed in Table S1 footer. Figure S4 . Final decision tree to separate inactive standing (inactive) from active standing (active) using 5 signal features from 3 EMG channels (CH1r&l, CH2r) and the thigh mounted accelerometer. The tree was developed using Area under ROC Curve (AUC) as optimization criteria, and applied on all minutes correctly identified as standing by the posture classification (figure 2). Tree performance is shown in Table 4 . Abbreviations of channel names and signal features are listed in Table S1 footer. Figure S5 . Final decision tree to separate inactive standing (inactive) from active standing (active) using 8 signal features from 4 EMG channels (CH1r&l, CH2r, CH3r&l) and the thigh mounted accelerometer. The tree was developed using Area under ROC Curve (AUC) as optimization criteria, and applied on all minutes correctly identified as standing by the posture classification (figure 2). Tree performance is shown in Table 4 . Abbreviations of channel names and signal features are listed in Table S1 footer.
